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Resistivity Survey at Manor House. 
Catterick 

Introduction 

The survey was undertaken by officers of the 
West Yorkshire Archaeology Service at the 
request of Northern Aggregates Ltd on Wed 
nesday and Thursday the 27th and 28th of 
May 1987 

The site is located at Gnd Reference SE 
978235 on the 1 50 000 Ordnance Survey 
map sheet number 99 (second series) in a 
field next to a farm marked on the map as 
Manor House (Fig 2) It lies 0 5km south 
west of Cattenck church ]ust below the 61 m 
contour The underlying geology is a deep 
drift deposit of sand and gravel which is 
being extensively quarned by Northern Ag 
gregates The company propose to extend 
their activity into a parcel of land ap 
proximately 1 6ha (4 acres) in area and the 
survey was initiated in response to this 
proposed expansion 

The object of the resistivity survey was to 
examine the land within the proposed quarry 
extension area to determine the nature and 
extent of any sub surface archaeological fea 
tures Because the survey was a matter of 
urgency and speed was of the essence it 
was possible to spend only two days on the 
site during which time 6400m^ were sur 
veyed in what was judged to be the area of 
greatest archaeological potential A further 
0 Sha (2 acres) of land within the proposed 
extension area had been fenced off and con 

tamed a dense cover of grass Because of 
Its size and the problems associated with sur 
veying in a cover of this nature it was not 
possible to survey this land in the time avail 
able 

Archaeological Background 

The survey area lies approximately 2km 
south east of the Roman fort and town of 
Cataractonium and straddles the major 
Roman road known as Dere Street (Fig 1) 
Most of the recent archaeological work in the 
area has been prompted by the construction 
of the Al Catterick By pass especially in the 
area of the racecourse Here an Agricolan 
fort of the first century AD developed into a 
small town which declined in prosperity in 
the fifth century In addition many finds 
along the line of Dere Street suggested that 
occupation may have stretched for more 
than 3km south of the mam town to the area 
of Bainesse Farm (Grid Reference SE 
972240) A number of excavations in the 
vicinity of Bainesse Farm have revealed 
evidence of a substantial fourth century build 
ing together with a number of Anglo Saxon 
burials Further burials 500m north west of 
Bainesse Farm were discovered in 1959 
close to the survey area The most recent 
excavations in the early 1980s near Bainesse 
Farm produced evidence of burials timber 
buildings and a stone building with a 
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hypocaust close to the eastern edge of Dere 
Street 

Method 

A resistivity survey as the name suggests is 
a remote sensing technique which utilizes 
the effect of a sub soil resistance to the pas 
sage of a constant electnc current The resis 
tance of the ground is essentially a function 
of Its moisture content and anomalies in the 
ground such as the fill of a ditch or the 
remains of a wall may show as areas of 
lesser or greater resistance depending on 
their relative moisture content The order of 
magnitude of the readings produced by 
these features is not great and depends to a 
large extent on factors such as the depth of 
the feature the soil moisture content and 
the soil composition 

On a dot density pnnt out the darker 
patches with the greatest concentration of 
dots point to areas of high resistance such 
as stonework whilst open areas may indi 
cate low resistance features such as pits and 
ditches This simple picture is complicated 
by the presence of an overall background 
resistance from which the archaeological fea 
tures must be discerned 

Apparatus 

The survey instrumentation was recently 
designed specifically for archaeological work 
by Geoscan Research of Bnghouse For 
maximum efficiency the package includes a 
digital RM4 resistivity meter which is coupled 
to a DL10 data logger Both these are 
mounted on to a portable lightweight frame 
which incorporates a pair of mobile probes 
spaced 0 5m apart A pair of remote probes 

linked to the frame by cable is positioned not 
less than 15m from the nearest survey point 
of any grid square After 800 readings the 
data on the DLIO is dumped via an RS 232 
cable to a portable Epson HX 20 computer 
which IS battery powered and therefore 
usable on site 

The digital display on the RM4 meter 
shows units of ohms and these are 
processed by the computer and displayed as 
either numencs or a dot density pnnt out for 
each square surveyed 

The Soil Profile 

The local geology is a drift deposit of sand 
and gravel and on the survey site this was 
covered with a spnngy turf which had evi 
dently been grazed The presence of the 
nearby quarry face afforded an opportunity 
to visually examine a deep soil section 

0-20 cm Turf and roots in grey/brown sand 
20-50 cm Mid brown sand with rounded gravel 
50 90 cm Light brown sand with less gravel 
90 + cm Homogenous sand and gravel 

For safety reasons these measurements 
could only be approximately gauged by 
sight but It was possible to ascertain that 
the soil was dry to touch 

The Survey 

A base line was constructed along an ap 
proximate north south axis in line with the 
field boundary and the survey direction was 
perpendicular to this The survey area was 
gridded into 20 by 20m squares subtended 
from the base line and readings were taken 
at 1 m intervals along a zig zag traverse A 
total of 16 complete 20 by 20 squares were 
surveyed equivalent to 6400m^ or 1 6 acres 
(Fig 2) 
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Results Interpretation 

Several anomalies of high and low resistance 
readings show on the print out (Fig 3) 
These are described bnefly below and dis 
cussed with a possible interpretation in a 
later section 

Readings at A show as a c 20m 
wide lateral spread of high read 
ings across the length of the site 

A series of intermittent low read 
ings spaced regularly along the line 
of the above feature 

B 

D 

E 

H 

J 

K 

A linear narrow band of readings 
on the west side of feature A 

A linear narrow band of high read 
ings on the east side of feature A 

A 20m long band of low readings 
well defined in the central area but 
dissipating at the edges It ap 
pears to turn eastwards at its north 
ern end 

An area of high readings cut off by 
the edge of the survey area 

An amorphous area of low read 
ings at the southern end of feature 
E 

A similar arrangement to G only 
west of the road 

A long narrow band of low read 
ings 

A large square or rectangular area 
of low readings similar to those at 
B 

The camber and drains of the Roman road 
Dere Street were visible on the ground 
bisecting the survey area On the print out 
the road is seen as a 20m band (A) travelling 
diagonally to the gnd layout and deviating 
slightly from what was observed The high 
resistance reading is probably due to metall 
ing of the road surface with compacted 
gravel The deviation may be due to earlier 
surfaces 

The regularly spaced low readings of B 
probably indicate a senes of pits c 5m 
square Disturbance of the turf close to one 
of these features suggests a recent origin for 
one or all of them The low readings at K 
may be of a similar kind and date 

The two bands of readings at C and D ac 
cord faithfully with linear depressions ob 
served at the edge of the Roman road and 
are likely to be lateral drains The gully at D 
may be stone lined as it is indicated by high 
resistance readings whereas C appears to 
be wholly earthen 

Directly east of the road at E a c 5m 
wide by 20m long stnp of low readings may 
indicate a ditch or hollow way The feature 
turns eastwards towards a discrete area of 
high readings which could represent a con 
centration of stones The possibility cannot 
be discounted that the apparent low read 
ings at E are caused by the surrounding 
stone concentrations of the road (A) and a 
possible building at F 

The amorphous area of low resistance at 
G may be a cluster of smaller discrete low 
readings which have merged together A 
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Resistivity Survey of Manor House Farm, Cattenck 



similar phenomenon could have occurred at 
H and if this is the case then they could be 
concentrations of pits by the side of the 
road A similar roadside feature may be seen 
at J where a c 1 m wide gully travels for 80m 
across the site 

Discussion 

A number of features associated with the 
Roman road are present These include the 
road surface itself and drains on either side 
It seems likely that the eastern dram is stone 
lined or capped whilst the western one is 
simply an earth cut conduit Such features 
are normal on a Roman road and are to be 
expected 

The pits cutting the road surface are not 
usual although they appear to be trial 
trenches of some sort they are not placed in 
an archaeologically sensible manner and 
the same applies for the pit at K Although 
the possibility of a sub Roman date for these 
features exists this is felt to be unlikely and 
a more recent ongin should be sought 

Although the gully at J shows as only a 
faint reading it consistently registers on the 
four grid squares at the west end of the sur 
vey area It is well positioned to be as 
sociated with the road as it follows roughly 
the same alignment and is of similar dimen 
sions as the drains at C and D 

The low readings at E are puzzling They 
could represent a wide ditch or a hollow 
way but the possibility of a background ef 
feet cannot be discounted 

The concentration of high readings at F 
could represent a stone surface and is per 
haps the most likely of all the anomalies to 
represent a structural deposit such as a floor 

surface or foundation layer It is c 10m long 
and 5m wide to the survey edge 

If the low readings at G and H are a 
senes of pits then a possible interpretation 
could be that they are burials This view is 
strengthened when the nearby burials of 
Anglo Saxon date found in 1959 by Willmott 
(see Fig 1) are considered and extra mural 
roadside cemetenes are quite common in 
the Roman period 

Conclusion 

The features discussed above are normally 
found in Roman and post Roman ar 
chaeological contexts Roads drainage gul 
lies slots buildings and burials are reasonab 
ly commonplace on sites of these dates 
However it must be emphasised that with 
resistivity surveying in common with many 
remote sensing techniques a degree of un 
certainty must be expected The dryness of 
the soil and the likelihood that any features 
present may be made of or filled with the 
same sand and gravel as the surrounding 
natural does not make for high contrast 
results 

The undoubted presence of the road and 
the later drains does not show as clearly as 
one would like and the variability of the back 
ground reistance can serve to either mask ar 
chaeological features or create them from 
variations in the natural strata 

Within the limitations of the difficult sub 
soil conditions the computerized manipula 
tion of the resistivity readings (Fig 3) has 
produced a survey which at least partially 
reflects the nature of the sub surface fea 
tures Confirmation of the certain nature of 
the features will only be achieved by trial ar 
chaeological excavation 


